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2. Title of research proposal 
Reactive oxygen species and their influence on mediating salinity tolerance 
mecahnisms in Triticum aestivum 
 
 
3. Summary of research proposal  
(scientific summary in English, max 250 words) 
Soil salinity has detrimental impact on wheat productivity and since wheat is amongst the most important 
crops for human consumption, soil salinization imposes a major threat to global food security. Currently  
we know three mechanisms in which plants withstand salinity stress, namely, ion exclusion, tolerance to 
osmotic stress and tissue tolerance. Although significant research efforts have elucidated the genetic 
regulations occurring in the exclusion of ions, as well as compartmentalization of ions at the cellular level 
and thereby enhancing tissue tolerance, it still remains largely unknown which genes mediate osmotic 
stress tolerance. Osmotic stress causes oxidative damage because of the accumulation of reactive oxygen 
species (ROS). Plants are capable of removing ROS with antioxidant systems. The mechanisms in which 
ROS remains in balance across the three salinity tolerance mechanisms in wheat have never been studied 
yet. In short, there are two gaps in our understanding of salinity tolerance in wheat, namely, the limited 
amounts of candidate genes discovered that influence salinity tolerance and the lack of understanding on 
the role of ROS metabolism in mediating the known salinity tolerance mechanisms. In this research, I aim 
to identify novel gene candidates associated with salinity tolerance through genome-wide association 
mapping. Subsequently, I aim to identify how ROS metabolism influences salinity tolerance in genes 
previously identified to be associated with the salinity tolerance mechanisms, as well as possible gene 
candidates we discover in the GWAS. The outcome of this research will improve our understanding on 
salinity tolerance and is pivotal for salinity tolerant crop breeding.  
 
4. Layman’s summary  
(general public summary in English or dutch, max 500 words) 
 
Soil salinity is an abiotic stress for plants that leads to a decline in plant growth and productivity. Due to 
rising levels of ground water that have excessive levels of salt content, poor drainage and bad irrigation 
processes, allot of arable lands deal with high soil salinity levels. It is estimated that by 2050, around 50% 
of arable land is affected by soil salinity, imposing a major thread to our global food security. Bread wheat 
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(Triticum aestivum) is the second most cultivated cereal crop on Earth, and acquaints to roughly 50% of 
human calories consumption. Bread wheat is also incredibly susceptible to soil salinity. To ensure food 
security for the world population by 2050, we need to increase our understanding on how salinity tolerance 
of wheat works and how we can use this information to breed new wheat lines that are less susceptible to 
salinity stress. There are three main mechanisms that helps wheat plants be tolerant to soil salinity. The 
first mechanism is the ability of a plant to be able to remove Na+ or Cl- ions from the roots, also called ion 
exclusion. The second mechanism is the ability of a plant to compartmentalize Na+ or Cl- ions in organelles 
and the third mechanism is osmotic stress tolerance that regulated by long distance signals. Currently, it 
is unknown which genes are associated with osmotic stress tolerance. However, given that salinity 
tolerance is controlled by many genes, it is best to use genome wide association mapping (GWAS) to new 
discover salinity associated genes. This research proposal aims at identifying new candidate genes using 
GWAS. Next to that, we also want to better our understanding on how salinity tolerance in wheat works. 
To do this, we will look at the impact of reactive oxygen species (ROS) in mediating salinity tolerance. ROS 
are very well known and important signalling molecules for many biochemical processes in plants. 
However, ROS is also toxic to plants and this is why plants are constantly trying to create a balance with 
between enough ROS to help as a signalling molecule and remove ROS whenever its concentrations 
accumulate at unfavourable rates. The ability of a wheat plant to remove ROS under salinity stress may 
be a mechanism that mediates salinity tolerance.  We thereby also aim to investigate to which extend ROS 
metabolism in wheat plants influence salt tolerant wheat crops. This research allows us to view salinity 
tolerance through a more integrated lens, by taking account of biochemical and physiological pathways 
that take place within the cell. The outcome of this research will improve our understanding on salinity 
tolerance and is pivotal for salinity tolerant crop breeding.  
 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED RESEARCH 
 
6. Description of the proposed research 
Max. 4 pages, including figures, excluding literature references. Include details of objectives, scientific 
approach, impact, innovative aspects, and literature references (please include full bibliographical 
details). 
Introduction 
Soil salinity is amongst the most severe challenges facing agriculture and crop production. It is estimated 
that soil salinization will impact up to 50% of arable land by 2050 and the economic loss of such effects 
may be over tens of billions dollar annually1. High soil salinity causes a lowered osmotic potential around 
a seed, which prevents its water and nutrient up-take, leading to a slow seed germination, delay in 
flowering and sometimes complete crop failure1. In order to develop salinity tolerant crops, we must 
improve our understanding of soil tolerance mechanisms in relevant agricultural crops.   
Tolerance of plant species towards salinity is a polygenic trait controlled by multiple genes2. A plant is 
able to adapt to salinity through three distinct mechanisms, namely; osmotic stress tolerance; which 
is regulated by long distance signals that reduce shoot growth3, ion exclusion; where sodium (Na+) and 
chloride (Cl-) transporters in the roots, prevent toxic accumulation of these ions in the leaves4 and lastly, 
tissue tolerance, whereby a tissue can withstand accumulation of Na+ or Cl- because the ions are 
compartmentalized at the cellular and intracellular levels of a plant3–8. Next to that, tissue tolerance is 
also mediated by the synthesis of multiple osmolytes (e.g. proline and ononitol) and aquaporins that 
have increased salinity tolerance when their production is induced9–12. Candidate genes associated with 
salinity tolerance have mainly elucidated genes associated with ion exclusion (namely the high affinity 
potassium transporter (HKT)13 and salty overly sensitive (SOS)14 pathway related genes) and tissue 
tolerance (Na+/H+ antiporters (NHX)15). However, we have yet to identify genes associated with the 
regulation of osmotic stress response under saline environments16.  

When a plant is under osmotic stress, there is an accumulation of reactive oxygen species 
(ROS), a key signaling molecule for many biochemical and physiological processes, that may also cause 
oxidative damage if not removed or “scavenged” properly by other plant cell components (Figure 1)17. 
The ability of a plant to scavange ROS in stressful conditions is an important indicator whether a plant is 
tolerant to osmotic stress. Multiple studies have highlighted both enzymatic and non-enzymatic 
antioxidants systems (AOS) as key components to detoxify and maintain ROS homeostasis18. However, 
there is minimal research studies that have focused on purely elucidate ROS generation under salinity 
stress19–21. Additionally, it is only highlighted that ROS-mediated salt stress is associated with osmotic 
stress tolerance, however no research have disclosed the possibility of ROS scavenging being a mediator 
in salinity tolerance associated with ion exclusion or tissue tolerance (Figure 1).  

Improving our understanding in salinity tolerance needs to be species specific, since translating 
our understanding of salinity tolerance from the model organism Arabidopsis thaliana to other cereal plants 
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has not been successful as results that were translated from A. thaliana to other cereal crops showed 
contradictory and sometimes completely opposite outcomes in other cereal crops22. 

Bread wheat (Triticum aestivum) is amongst the most cultivated 
crops in the world for human consumption and accounts for roughly 55% of 
the world populations caloric intake23,24. Wheat is incredibly susceptible to 
salinity stress, most notably during early stages of plant development are 
the most damaging to these plants6,25. Natural variation to salinity tolerance 
exists across wheat species and ranges anywhere from 20mM to 250mM 
NaCl26,27, however we have limited understanding of their related 
mechanisms and associated genes. In short, it is important to identify genes 
associated with salinity tolerance as well figure out the mechanism this 
enhanced salinity tolerance is conferred to28. 

To ensure food security for the world populations, it is pivotal to 
design crops that tolerate hyperosmotic constraints and thereby have high 
production levels of wheat even under salinity stress. Historically, 
researching these pathways has been challenging due to the wide varieties 
of physiological and biochemical responses that occur during this process and 
a lack of suitable screening assays to take into account many of these 
parameters29–31. Wheat has a large genome of roughly 16000 Mb which 
inherently results in less progress on genomic and genetic engineering 
research, compared to corn and rice that have significantly smaller 
genomes32. The hexaploid nature of wheat also makes it a challenging 
species for plant breeding, since the most common method to introduce 
genes in wheat is through backcrossing, which may take up to seven breeding 

cycles for successful incorporation33. Next to that, is it routinely observed that introduced genes in a 
polyploid plant species, result in gene silencing, making the effects that desired engineered traits redundant 
34,35.  

Genome wide association studies (GWAS) are a powerful and widely applied tool in many crop 
plants to identify quantitative trait loci (QTLs) that are associated with multiple or complex traits such as 
response to salinity36–38. From there, one can take advantage of high-density single nucleotide 
polymorphism genotyping arrays such as illumina to rapidly analyze genetic variations39.  In wheat, there 
are multiple successful studies that applied GWAS to identify QTLs associated with abiotic stress 
tolerance36, frost tolerance40 and disease resistance41. However, there is only one study published that 
applied GWAS to identify QTLs associated with salinity tolerance42. Although this study did identify novel 
genes associated with salinity tolerance, they failed to elucidate which mechanisms are associated with 
this tolerance. 

This proposed research aims to identify genes associated with salinity tolerance by performing a 
GWAS. By using previously identified wheat accessions that are either incredibly susceptible to salinity 
versus mildly susceptible to salinity, we will attempt to identify marker- trait associations that are 
particularly   associated with the germination potential, the most critical developmental stage of plants 
under 100mM and 150mM NaCl stress. If I find interesting genes associated with increased salinity 
tolerance, with the ultimate aim to create transgenic wheat lines that express these candidate genes.  

My second aim in this proposed research is to investigate how ROS metabolism functions under 
salinity stress. To do this, I will look at the generation rates of ROS in wildtype bread wheat, three 
separate wheat lines that have increased salinity tolerance either because of their high production of the 
osmolyte proline11 , overexpression of the key transporter gene related to Na+ exclusion (TaHKT1;5-D)13, 
overexpression of an  Na+/H+ antiporter gene (TaNHX2)15 and our own created transgenic wheat lines. I 
hypothesize that the salinity tolerance previously seen in wheat plants with high proline production and 
overexpression of the Na+ exclusion transporter are mediated by ROS scavenging. Finally, by monitoring 
gene expression across plants that showed intesting effects in ROS generation, I aim to identify AOS 
genes associated with ROS detoxification. 

With this proposal we will be able to, for the first time ever, assess the influence of ROS 
metabolism across two out of three salinity tolerance mechanisms. This is an essential part in our 
understanding of salinity tolerance in wheat as this can pave way to identifying more ROS dependent 
genes and evaluate whether we should stop perceiving ROS metabolism in a reductionistic way (i.e. only 
mentioned for osmotic stress tolerance) and start integrating it for screening of all plant mechanisms. 

Key objectives of the proposed research are the following: 
1. Identify novel candidate genes associated with salinity tolerance by using genome-wide 

association mapping. 
2. Perform assays to determine if reactive oxygen species are accumulated at germination and 

flowering time between wildtype and transgenic wheat lines treated with multiple concentrations 
of NaCl.  

3. Determine if changes in ROS metabolism across wildtype and transgenic wheat lines treated with 
NaCl, causes changes in gene expression of genes associated with ROS detoxification. 

Scientific background 
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The initial mechanism that is expressed when wheat plants are exposed to saline soil is osmotic stress 
and later on also ion toxicity 6,43. During this first phase, there are multiple physiological, morphological 
and developmental changes that are observed, including, an imbalance in nutrients, particularly N and 
potassium K+, accumulation of ROS, decreased opening of the stomata and changes in antioxidant 
enzymes activity 44.  

It is known that plant cells contain multiple well evolved antioxidant defence system (AOS) to 
avoid ROS induced damages, including superoxide dismutase (SOD), catalase (CAT), ascorbate 
peroxidase (APX), glutathione reductase (GR), ascorbic acid (AsA), tocopherol, glutathione and phenolic 
compounds 18,45–47. Each cellular component (nucleus, chloroplast, vacuoles, etc) contains more than one 
enzymatic activity that detoxifies a particular ROS. In Nicotiana tabacum, it was observed that an 
overexpression of the APX gene allowed for salt and drought tolerance48. Moreover, in a trangenic rice 
line, researchers were able to detect higher CAR and APX activity that was associated with drought and 
salinity tolerance49. However currently we do not know which AOS plays the most important role in ROS 
scavanging, therefore limiting our ability to apply our understanding of these antioxidant systems, to 
improve the defense mechanisms against ROS generation.  

Improving our understanding in the balance between ROS generation and ROS scavenging under 
salinity stress in wheat, requires us to fundmentally analyse how a ROS metabolism is influenced across 
the multiple salt tolerance mechanisms in plants. By doing so we are able to create an initial base of 
understanding whether ROS plays a more critical role across all salinity mechanisms than currently 
elucidated. I hypothesize that the salinity tolerance we have previously seen due to 
accumulation of the osmolyte proline and overexpression expression of NHX is mediated 
through enhanced levels of AOS genes.  
I propose 3 main work packages to test the following hypothesis 

1. Genome wide association mapping to identify candidate genes associated with salinity tolerance 
2. Investigate whether there is an associationg between ROS metabolism (both ROS generation 

and ROS scavenging) and salinity tolerance across previously identified salinity tolerance 
mechanisms.  

3. Investigate whether TaNHX2 and TaP5CS seeds are tolerant to salinity via enhanced levels of 
AOS genes 

Scientific approach 
Our primary focus is to identify gene candidates that are associated with salinity tolerance using a GWAS.  

1. Identify novel candidate genes associated with salinity tolerance by using genome-wide 
association mapping. 

1a. Genome-wide association studies: Roughly 250 wheat accessions and cultivars are selected from a 
worldwide collection to evaluate salinity response at the germination stage. A set of 100 seeds of each 
genotype is placed in a 90mm Petri dish on Whatman filter paper to germinate.The treaments will contain 
water (control), 100mM NaCL or 150 mM NaCl.After 72 hours we can count which the germinated seeds. 
All wheat accessions and cultivars are genotyped with wheat 90 K single-nucleotide polymorphism chip50. 
Physical SNPs can be obtained from the International Wheat Genome Sequencing Consortium website. 
After this we can map our GWAS and select our candidate genes using the GEMMA software51. To identify 
candidate genes for the loci of salt tolerance, the sequences of SNPs that were associated with salt 
tolerance–related traits were used to BLAST against the Chinese Spring IWGSC Refseq v1.0 genome 
assembly 
1b: Production of transgenic wheat plants: DNA transformation of identified gene candidates will be 
performed using agrobacterium-mediated transformation. A transformation vector is created using the 
candidate gene and β-glucuronidase (gus) as a selection marker. Mature bread wheat zygotic embryos are 
inoculated with our agrobacterium suspension and we expected that after three generations we have 
transgenic seeds. 
1c. Evaluation of the salt tolerance enhancement in transgenic wheat plants: Seeds from the transgenic 
lines and wild-type wheat plants are left for germination in Hoagland medium using 0mM, 100mM and 
150mM NaCl. The salt tolerance is determined by counting the amount of days till germination and the 
plant dry weight after 21 days of cultivation.  

2. Investigate whether there is an association between ROS metabolism and salinity 
tolerance across transgenic wheat lines treated with multiple salinity concentrations 

Comparing ROS generation across plant species that show enhanced salinity tolerance phenotypes with 
differential mechanisms allows us to further understand how ROS mediates salinity tolerance. 
2a. Obtain transgenic wheat lines: We will collect previously created transgenic wheat lines of three highly 
associated genes with a specific salinity tolerance mechanism. For ion exclusion we use a T. aestivum that 
has an overexpression in the NHX2 gene (TaNHX2)15. For tissue tolerance we use two transgenic lines: 
one that has an overexpression in the HKT1;5-D13 gene and one that is overexpressed in the P5SC gene11. 
Subsequently, we will also use wheat lines that have a knock-out in NHX2, HKT1;5-D and P5SC gene in 
orer to have a negative control in the experiment.  
2b. Direct ROS generation assays under salinity treatments: To measure the ROS generation we will grow 
wild-type bread wheat, TaNHX2, TaHKT1;5-D, Ta P5SC, Tanhx2, Tahkt1;5-d, Ta5psc and our yet to created 
transgenic lines in 90mm Hoagland well dishes medium containing 0mM, 100mM or 150mM NaCl. Each 
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plant seed required an n=12 and all experiments will be repeated three times. At 21 days after germination, 
the total ROS content is detected by performing Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy.  
2c. Indirect ROS generation assays under salinity treatments: Since ROS generation in a stress 
environment causes changes in chlorophyll, anthocyanin, solutes and membrane integrity we can use 
biochemical methods to indirectly measure ROS content. At 21 days after germination, I will harvest our 
leaves and measure the total chlorophyl content of leave pigments, anthocyanin production, as reported 
by Jeong et al, 2010 and free proline content using isatin (1H-indole-2,3-dione) paper assays. The use of 
both direct and indirect ROS generation assays ensures the reliance of our data and deals with unforeseen 
biases.  

3. TaNHX2 and TaP5CS seeds are tolerant to salinity via enhanced levels of multiple AOS 
genes 

To test our hypothesis of whether there are enhanced levels of AOS genes in overexpression of genes 
associated with ion exclusion and tissue tolerance, we will look at the content of both enzymatic and 
non-enxymatic antixidants as well as gene expresison of enzymatic antioxidants.  
3a. Assays for measurement of total non-enzymatic antioxidant content in wild-type and transgenic wheat 
lines: I selected five of the most relevant non-ezymatic antioxidants (ascorbic acid, reduced glutathione, 
a-tocopherol, total phenolics and flavonoids)18 to estimate their content in our transgenic and wildtype 
wheat lines. The methods for the quantification of ascorbic acid are spectrophotometric measurements52. 
The total phenolics, flavonoids and tocopherol can be measured using the rainbow protocol.53   
3b. Measurement of total enzymatic antioxidant content in wild-type and transgenic wheat lines: For the 
enzymatic assays, we need to extract leaves and ground them in fine powder and freeze them with liquid 
nitrogen. All enzymatic assays will be performed in a 96-well plate setup in a Biotex synergy HTX plate 
reader54. Enzymatic activities can be normalized by fresh weight. We will measuring activity of the main 
enzymatic components of the defense mechanism, namely  CAT, DHAR, GR, POX,SOD and APX using well 
known methodes used for these enzymatic assays 54–59. Alternatively, we can also evaluate gene expression 
of antioxidant enzymes using RT-qPCR analysis. To do this, we need to quantify the total amount of RNA 
in each plant sample and from there, we use the Bio-Rad CFX Real Time Thermo Cycler using the 
fluorophore LightCycler® 480 SYBR Green I Master. The primers required for the qRT-PCR have previously 
been designed by Jiang et al 201260. 
 
Innovative aspects and societal impact 
Salinity tolerance mechanisms in plants have been a topic of exploration for multiple decades6,19. In the 
past, research focused on salinity tolerance have taken a reductionistic approach in perceiving salinity 
tolerance by only looking at genes associated with a mechanism and not how alternative biochemical and 
physiological components may influence this mechanism. The results of this methodology is evident by the 
lack of actual applicability of our current understanding of salinity tolerance in agricultural field trials. Given 
that soil salinization is expected to impact 50% of arable land by 20501, enhancing our understanding on 
how biochemical components in a plant impacts salinity tolerance is a key priority. This study aims to 
identify novel gene candidates associated with salinity tolerance as well as unravel how ROS metabolism 
influences salinity tolerance across previously known salinity tolerance mechanisms. This will give us a 
better glance in how not only candidate genes influence salinity tolerance, but also how the biochemical 
metabolism may corporate with this. By working with bread wheat, we will increase the chances of the 
translatability of our understanding on salinity tolerance to agricultural field trials.  
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7. Timetable of the project  

Activity  Year 1   Year 2  Year 3 Year 4 

1. Identify novel candidate genes associated with salinity tolerance                        
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1a. Genome-wide association studies                             

1b. Production of transgenic wheat plants                             

1c. Evaluation of salt tolerance in transgenic wheat plants                             

                              

2a. Obtain transgenic wheat lines                      

2b. Direct ROS generation assays under salinity treatments                       

2c. Indirect ROS generation assays under salinity treatments                      
3. Identify if TaNHX2 and TaP5CS seeds are tolerant to salinity via 
enhanced levels of AOS genes         

                

3a. Assays for measurement of total non-enzymatic antioxidant 
content in wild-type and transgenic wheat lines         

                

3b. Measurement of total enzymatic antioxidant content in wild-
type and transgenic wheat lines         

                

Writing artcles and thesis                         
 
 

FINANCIAL DETAILS 
 
10a. Budget  
Please use the table below for the description of the personnel and material resources required for the 
project. The maximum budget available from NWO per project is € 231,250. In this case the maximum 
project budget, including cash matching, is € 250,000. 
 

 
Project budget (k€) Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Total 
Personnel costs  
Salary PhD student 
(including bench fee) 

47,3 50,7 53,7 57,4 209,2 

Research costs       
Consumables 15,0 15,0 7,8 3 40,8 

  
Total  62,3 65,7 61,5 60,4 250 

 
 

STATEMENTS BY THE APPLICANT  
 
11. Statements by the applicant 
 
YES/NO  I endorse and follow the Code Openness Animal Experiments (if applicable) 
 
YES/NO  I endorse and follow the Code Biosecurity (if applicable) 
 
YES/NO By submitting this document I declare that I satisfy the nationally and internationally 

accepted standards for scientific conduct as stated in the Netherlands Code of Conduct 
for Scientific Practice 2012 (Association of Universities in the Netherlands (VSNU)). 

 
YES/NO  I have completed this form truthfully 
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